The near ubiquitous availability and success of mobile broadband networks has motivated verticals that range from public safety communication to intelligent transportation systems and beyond to consider choosing them as the communication mean of choice. Several of these verticals, however, expect high availability of multiple nines. This paper leverages end-to-end measurements to investigate the potential of current mobile broadband networks to support these expectations. We conduct a large-scale measurement study of network availability in four networks in Norway. This study is based on three years of measurements from hundreds of stationary measurement nodes and several months of measurements from four mobile nodes. We find that the mobile network centralized architecture and infrastructure sharing between operators are responsible for a non-trivial fraction of network failures. Most episodes of degraded availability, however, are uncorrelated. We also find that using two networks simultaneously can result in more than five nines of availability for stationary nodes and three nines of availability for mobile nodes. Our findings point to potential avenues for enhancing the availability of future mobile networks.
more than two nines [4, 35] . The need for a high level of availability and reliability is likely to become even more central as services like smart grid communication, intelligent transportation systems, driver-less cars, and tactile Internet become mainstream [18, 20] .
Today, use cases with strict availability requirements largely opt for operating their own communciation networks. For example, most countries use specialized Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) and TETRAPOL networks to facilitate public safety communications [45, 46] . Well designed TETRA networks provide up to 99.95% availability [28] but are expensive to build, use specialized handsets, and are narrow band. These limitations have prompted governments around the world to seek alternatives. The US and Canada have decided to build dedicated national LTE networks [1, 19] . The UK has followed a more radical approach by deciding to depend on a commercial MBB operator starting from mid-2017 [21] . Building a specialized MBB network, while suitable in some cases, will not scale to cater for all services with tight availability budget. Also, many service providers will not be able to build such specialized networks, potentially stifling innovation. This has motivated industry and academia to put offering ultra high availability as one of 5G key targets [33, 37] .
In this paper, we leverage end-to-end measurements to investigate the potential of current MBB networks to support services with high availability expectations, i.e., at least 99.9%. Our goal is threefold: (1) provide an empirical evaluation of the availability offered by today's commercial networks, which can inform vertical industries and developers; (2) highlight potential areas for improvement as an input to the ongoing discourse for defining 5G; and (3) contribute a methodology that can be leveraged for quantifying the availability of mobile networks.
Assessing MBB availability is a non-trivial task for two main reasons. First, there is no single metric that fully captures MBB availability and reliability. Hence, we need to use several metrics like data session stability, packet loss, and end-to-end delay to be able to characterize MBB availability. Second, MBB networks tend to share infrastructure, for historical and practical reasons, forming a complex temporal-spatial network of networks. This sharing can range from national roaming where an operator uses another operator's network in areas where it does not have base stations to the sharing of regional or long-haul transport infrastructure. The impact of these dependencies is often hard to gauge, since most of what is shared are physical links that can not be probed using traditional IP measurement tools like ping and traceroute. Furthermore, infrastructure sharing extends the task of assessing MBB availability beyond a single network.
We conduct a large-scale measurement study of network availability and show how it is influenced by infrastructure sharing.
We also explore the potential of using several operators simultaneously to increase the overall availability even when operators share infrastructure. We focus on two metrics for characterizing availability: the stability of user equipment (UE) data connectivity to the mobile network and packet loss. Measurements used in this study are conducted using the NorNet Edge (NNE) measurements infrastructure [30] . NNE consists of hundreds of nodes for measuring MBB networks in Norway. Each node is connected to up to five operators. These nodes are stationary and hosted in places like schools and government offices. They are distributed to be representative for (indoor and stationary) users in urban/suburban areas. Measurements used in this study span three years from 2014 to 2017. The size and spread of NNE allow us to correlate measurements from different locations and networks in order to gain insights into interdependent failures. In addition, we use a set of mobile nodes on trains to evaluate the potential of using several operators when users are moving.
Our findings confirm the viability of end-to-end measurements in assessing network availability. We find that the centralized architecture of MBB networks is a major cause of correlated service outages within a single operator. We also find that causes of correlated packet loss episodes often lie in the mobile core network and the Internet. Overall, shared infrastructure contributes minimally to unavailability in MBB networks, but it can also result in outages that impact a large geographical area. Consequently, we find that combining connections from different operators can greatly boost MBB availability. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We present, to the best of our knowledge, the most comprehensive study of MBB availability both in terms of duration and number of measurement probes. Further, we present a first attempt on studying the impact of shared infrastructure on MBB availability.
• We show that correlating measurements from geographically diverse probes can be leveraged for inferring interdependencies between operators.
• We quantify the benefit of combining two operators for both stationary and moving cases.
• We suggest possible ways for enhancing MBB connections availability -a key target of 5G.
MBB AVAILABILITY
Mobile networks are stateful, meaning that a user equipment (UE) must establish a data session to the mobile core network before it engages in any data exchange. This data session is a virtual tunnel between the UE and the packet gateway in the core network and is called a Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context and Evolved Packer System (EPS) bearer in UMTS and LTE networks, respectively. A data session is established on demand in UMTS. LTE is, however, an all-IP network. Thus, an attached UE keeps a default EPS bearer always established. Accordingly, the most basic measure of mobile service availability is the ability to maintain a stable data session.
Once the data session is established, the next measure is the ability to reliably send data over it. The latter can be extended further to evaluate whether the network is able to offer a predictable and acceptable level of performance for a specific application [26] . In this paper, we focus on data session stability and packet loss as key metrics for assessing MBB reliability.
Causes of data session downtime and packet loss
A UE can experience packet loss or a complete loss of network connectivity for a number of reasons. Degraded wireless link performance may trigger the radio access network (RAN) to disconnect attached UEs. This can also happen when the UE and the network fail to successfully complete a horizontal handover (i.e. between different cells or basestations), inter-frequency handover (e.g. a handover from LTE-800MHz to LTE-2600MHz), or inter-RAT handover (e.g. a handover from UMTS to LTE). Failures of RAN and transport equipment as well as congestion in the RAN and transport can also lead to connection failures. Furthermore, outages that involve central components in the core network, like the packet or signaling gateways, can result in many users losing their connectivity. Outages impact, in terms of affected users and duration, varies depending on underlying root causes. A poor wireless link impacts a few users. A failure at the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) can prevent many UEs from attaching to the network causing a large scale denial of service [48] . A fiber cut or a failure of an optical cross connect in the transport network can isolate a number of base stations. This can also affect customers of several MBB operators when the affected infrastructure is shared [12, 34] . The impact on user experience varies depending on outages duration. For example, a TCP session can recover by resending lost segments, if an outage lasts less than its retransmission timer (RTO). Note that the minimum RTO value is 1 second. However, longer outages result in TCP timeouts that can last up to 1 minute [40] 
Metrics and approach
Data session downtime, which we refer to in the following as downtime, reports on MBB data session stability, while packet loss measures the usability of an established data connection. We combine these two metrics to quantify the overall availability (OA) of an MBB data connection. OA is defined as follows:
Where c is the fraction of time the data connection is down and p is the fraction of lost packets. In this paper, we focus on downtime, packet loss, and OA as key metrics for assessing MBB availability. We base our assessment on three-years worth of measurements of four commercial Norwegian MBB operators. These measurements were collected by a large number of measurement nodes that are spread across Norway. We describe the measurement setup in the subsequent section.
MEASUREMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
This section describes the measurement setup and methodology.
NorNet Edge
NNE is a unique dedicated infrastructure for the measurement and experimentation with MBB networks. It comprises over a hundred stationary measurement nodes that are geographically spread in more than 100 municipalities all over Norway as well as set of backend servers. The nodes distribution reflects the population distribution with bias towards urban areas. More than half of the nodes are deployed in the three largest cities in Norway where a quarter of the population lives. This infrastructure has been operational since July 2013 1 .
A NNE node is a custom-made single board computer with one Fast Ethernet port, and 7 on-board USB ports. It runs a standard Debian Linux and a set of customer tools to manage connectivity to MBB networks. Each node is connected to up to four UMTS/LTE operators and one CDMA2000 1x Ev-Do network 2 , using standard subscriptions. For the UMTS/LTE operators, the connections were, in the early days of NNE, through E3131 and E353 Huawei USB modems which support up to HSPA+. Later as LTE deployment picked up, NNE moved to using E392 Huawei USB modems which support LTE. Almost all NNE modems have supported LTE since the end of 2015. The modems are configured to prefer the best supported radio access technology (RAT). In addition, there are seven NNE nodes that are placed aboard NSB 3 regional and inter-city trains. The routes followed by these trains traverse a reasonable mix of urban and rural areas. The measurements collected aboard the trains closely mimic the user experience of the train passengers. We use the GPS location data from the train's fleet management system to identify the location of NNE measurement nodes and train speed during the measurements. The GPS locations are updated every 10 to 15 seconds in the fleet management system. In this paper, we only use measurements from trains to quantify multihoming benefits when UEs are moving (see Sec. 7). For more details about the measurement setup on trains please refer to our previous work [6] . The NNE backend contains the server side of the measurements. It also includes of a set of servers for managing and monitoring the nodes, and for storing measurement data.
Measured networks
Nodes in the NNE platform are connected to up to four UMTS/LTE networks, which are Telenor, Telia, Tele2 and Network Norway. These networks are not completely independent, they rather have a set of intricate dependencies as depicted in Fig. 1 . All four operators maintain independent core networks but vary in their RAN footprint and transport connectivity, i.e., the physical network that interconnects the RAN and the core network. Next, we describe the intricate dependencies that bind these networks.
• Telenor maintains a nation-wide radio access network (RAN), a set of regional transport networks, and a nation-wide IP core network that consists of two identical yet separate fiber rings [17] . These complex relationships together with the multi-homed nature of NNE present a unique opportunity for assessing correlated failures and thus the impact of infrastructure sharing.
Measurement methodology and data set
A NNE node attempts to maintain an active data session at all times and immediately attempts to restore failed sessions. For measuring downtime, we record all timestamps where an active data session fails as well as all corresponding restoration timestamps. For measuring packet loss, an NNE node sends a 20-byte UDP packet every second to an echo server that is part of the NNE backend which echoes the packet back to the node. A packet is considered lost, if no reply is received within 60 seconds 5 . We inspect the server side's system logs to remove all loss episodes that are caused by system artifacts, e.g., server reboots. We also disregard loss episodes that are likely caused by congestion and failures in the NNE backend upstream provider's network. More specifically, we remove all loss episodes that simultaneously impact 10% of connections or more to three different operators. We also remove all downtime events that are related to nodes maintenance activities or node-specific artifacts like reboots and hardware failures.
Software running on the nodes also collects various metadata attributes (e.g. RAT, signal strength, etc) from the modems and periodically sends them to the NNE backend. This metadata is important for contextualizing the collected measurements. Our measurement period spans three years from the 1st of January 2014 to the 31st of December 2016. Overall, we collect measurements from 277 distinct measurement nodes and 545 MBB connections.
Our analysis, unless mentioned otherwise, is based on measurements from stationary nodes. Unlike when nodes are moving, the stationary scenario allows us to focus on characterizing MBB availability under relatively static conditions. Not only does this help 
MEASURING AVAILABILITY
The plots in Fig. 2 show the distribution of downtime, packet loss, and OA for Telenor, Telia, and Network Norway (NNorway) stationary connections in 2016 6 . The line in the OA distribution marks an OA of 99.9%, that is unavailability of 86.4 seconds per day on average. Note that by connections here were refer to the measured subscriptions.
The measured networks exhibit a high level of availability as measured by different metrics. However, there are clear differences between operators. More than 80% of Telenor connections achieve an OA of three nines or more, while only 60% and 70% of Telia and NNorway connections, respectively, achieve the same feat. Most of the unavailability in Telia can be attributed to packet loss since there are no major differences between downtime distributions for Telia and Telenor. Differences between NNorway and the other operators in OA can be traced back to differences in both downtime and packet loss. Note that stationary connections availability is an upper bound on MBB availability. Moving connections are subject to repeated handovers resulting in downtime and packet loss that are several times higher than the stationary case [6, 47] .
We compare received signal quality across operators to verify whether the observed differences are a byproduct of NNE nodes placement. In particular, we measure the reference signals received power (RSRP) for each connection every minute in the first two weeks of June 2016. Then calculate the average RSRP. We focus on RSRP because it is a suitable measure of signal quality in LTE [13] . Recall that most of the measured connections are LTE. Figure 3 shows the average RSRP for all measured connections from the three operators above. Across networks, over 80% of connections receive a reasonably strong signal; over -100 dBm. Further, there are no clear difference between the three operators. This shows that the observed differences in downtime and packet loss can not be attributed to differences in coverage quality. 6 Tele2 is not present on these graphs since it was decommissioned in Q2 2015. 
Availability over time
Having seen that today's commercial MBB networks are characterized by a high level of OA, we now turn to investigating how OA has changed over time and causes of differences between operators. To this end, we measure the fraction of connections that have a 99.9% OA in each year in the study period, which we present in We believe that the main cause of this positive trend is LTE rollout. LTE is known to outperform UMTS on several performance metrics [7, 24, 25] . There is less packet loss in LTE thanks to the more robust air interface, the minimal state machine and flatter network architecture [13] . To check whether the differences between the operators can be attributed to differences in LTE deployment, we quantify LTE deployments as seen by the measurement nodes at the end of each studied year. Using the metadata collected by NNE nodes, we breakdown the life time of each connection according to time spent on different RATs. To monitor the change in LTE deployment over time, we perform this breakdown for two weeks every year one in mid-June and the other in mid-December. We classify a connection as predominantly LTE, if it has spent 90% of the measured week on LTE. Further, we label a connection as mixed-LTE, if it reports less than 90% LTE coverage. Table 1 shows, for each operator, the percentage of predominantly LTE connections as well as mixed-LTE connections in December of every year 7 . The latter is inside the parentheses. When summing these numbers, we find that each operator's LTE coverage has doubled over the measurement period. We, however, note that Telia, compared to the other operators, has less predominantly LTE connections and more mixed-LTE connections. This hints that differences in time spent on LTE can be a plausible explanation for the differences in packet loss between Telia and the other operators in Fig. 2 . To check this hypothesis, we perform the following simple test. For all Telenor and Telia connections, we identify all time periods, in December 2016, where these connection were exclusively on LTE 8 . We then compare packet loss for these periods. If the difference between the two operators persists then it can not be explained by the time spent on LTE. Figure 5 shows the measured packet loss distribution. Unlike in Fig. 2 , Telia exhibits a lower packet loss which supports our hypothesis.
A closer look at Telia connections' metadata shows that, unlike other operators, Telia does not implement a seamless inter-RAT handover from UMTS to LTE. Once in UMTS, a Telia connection must become idle or in a paging radio state before going back to LTE. NNE nodes send data every second which does not allow these conditions to be realized. We, hence, find that Telia connections return to LTE only when they detach and reattach to the network. Note that the lack of such implementation may not adversely affect smart phones, since they tend to become idle when users are not using them. It, however, affects users with active data sessions while on UMTS. This highlights the importance of properly implementing inter-RAT handover from UMTS to LTE to ensure that UEs are always attached to the best available RAT.
Takeaways. The overall availability of stationary MBB connections has significantly improved over time, but it is still far from the carrier-grade availability of five-nines or more. The improved availability can be largely attributed to the stability brought by LTE. The observed differences between operators highlights the importance of independent long-term performance benchmarking of mobile networks. 7 June results are consistent with the trend in the table. 8 Other months show similar results. 
CORRELATION OF OUTAGES
As Sec. 2.1 explains, there are numerous causes for unavailability (outages). Some of them are hard to pinpoint, especially those triggered by failures in shared infrastructure. In this section, we investigate whether end-to-end measurements can accurately discern infrastructure sharing. To this end, we employ a simple correlationbased approach that leverages the scale of NNE and the geographic spread of its nodes. Then gauge the suitability of end-to-end measurements by cross-checking the observed correlations with the known dependencies between operators (see Fig. 1 ). If end-to-end measurements prove successful, we can divide outages into correlated and uncorrelated and thus be able to assess the role of shared infrastructure. This will allow to quantify contributions of different classes of outages thus pointing to possible directions for increasing the OA.
Correlating downtime and loss
We divide each connection's lifetime into a time series of fiveminute bins. We then build a binary downtime time series, where we set the time series value to one for bins where connections experience downtime and to zero otherwise. If a downtime spans multiple consecutive bins, we set all of them to one. We also construct packet loss time series by calculating the packet loss rate in each bin. We divide our time series into quarterly time series (i.e. 3 months long) giving us a total of up to 12 quarterly time series per connection. This division is important for observing changes in correlations over time. We then calculate the Pearson's correlation coefficient for every pair of downtime time series and for every pair of packet loss time series [9] . Pearson's correlation is a measure of linear dependence (i.e. whether the two time series exhibit similar and simultaneous changes). We include only pairs of time series that overlap for at least one day. On average, we have 52 days overlap between time series pairs. To avoid spurious correlations due to short and excessively long downtimes, we only consider downtime outages that last for between 1 minute and 1 hour. We also only consider packet loss that is greater than 3%, i.e., losing 9 packets in a five-minute bin, to avoid spurious correlation due to random loss. If loss is lower than 3%, we set it to zero. Note that packet loss is measured only when the connection is up. Correlating downtime and packet loss may lead to different conclusions, as these metrics can give insights into different types of root causes. Downtime involves root causes that lie between the measurement node and the mobile core network. 
Telia-Tele2 Telia-NNorway Tele2-NNorway Figure 6 : The average correlation coefficient between connections from the same network (intra-operator), connections from different networks (inter-operator), and connections to different networks that terminate at the same measurement node for downtime (top) and packet loss (bottom). Packet loss, however, may involve root causes that lie in the Internet between the mobile core and NNE servers.
We divide the connection pairs into three groups. 1) Intra-operator, for measuring correlations within a single operator. These correlations can be caused by shared transport as well as centralized components. 2) Inter-operator, for measuring correlations between different operators. These correlations are caused by shared infrastructures and thus are expected to be higher for pairs that are geographically close to each other. 3) Diagonal pairs, which are inter-operator pairs that are connected to the same measurement node, i.e., present at the same location. These pairs correspond to the highest geographic proximity. Hence, we expect diagonal pairs to exhibit much higher correlations compared to the average interoperator pair. The six panels in Fig. 6 show the average correlation coefficientρ over time for the different groups for both downtime and packet loss.
Intra-operator correlations are erratic, varying widely from a quarter to another. This indicates that the underlying causes do not follow a specific trend, e.g., correlation did not decrease as LTE deployment picked up.
Inter-operator correlation averages are about an order of magnitude lower than the intra-operator ones, but they are characterized by evident trends and changes. The difference in absolute values of ρ hints that inter-operator failures due to shared infrastructures are less frequent than their intra-operator counterparts. As expected, operators that use the same RAN (e.g. Telenor and NNorway; and Telia and Tele2 before Q1'2015) are more correlated. The observed correlations match well the changes in the relationship between the measured networks which we described in Sec. 3. For example, the correlation between Telenor and NNorway has dropped since early 2015, while the correlation between Telia and NNorway has picked up since then. Operators that only share transport, i.e., Telenor and Telia exhibit lower correlation. This correlation, however, jumps in some quarters, e.g., downtime Q4'15 and packet loss in Q2'14 and Q4'15, to take values comparable to operators that share RAN. Furthermore, Operators without significant infrastructure sharing like Telenor and Tele2 exhibit extremely low correlation.
The correlation between operators that share infrastructure is very evident when looking at diagonal pairs;ρ is an order of magnitude higher compared to all pairs. This high difference suggests that access and regional transport networks, and perhaps co-located cell sites, are key contributors to correlated failures. Note that we observe no difference inρ, when looking at diagonal pairs, for operators without significant sharing, e.g., Telenor and Tele2. This confirms that the the observed high diagonal correlations are not caused by artifacts at the measurement nodes.
Correlation and geography
In order to gain insights into causes of observed correlations, we next investigate whether the presence of correlation is related to the geographic distance between nodes. For each pair of connections with non-zero correlation, we compute the p-value for the measured correlation using a permutation test [22] . Our goal is to test the null hypothesis that the pair are not correlated. We fix one of the time series and shuffle the other time series 1000 times, calculate the correlation coefficient for each of these 1000 pairs, and use these values to construct an empirical distribution of shuffled data correlation coefficient. Then, we compute the p-value for the measured correlation as its probability according to the shuffled data distribution. We reject the null hypothesis if the p-value < 0.05. In other words, a pair is label as correlated, if the chance that the measured correlation is due to randomness is less than 0.05. Note that we do not use a fixed correlation threshold, e.g., greater than 0.5, to label a pair as strongly correlated. Instead, we determine whether an observed non-zero correlation is down to randomness; if not we label a pair as correlated. Figure 7 shows the distribution of distances between correlated pairs (solid lines) and uncorrelated pairs ( dashed lines) for both downtime and loss and a set of operator combinations. These distribution are based on correlation measurements from all quarters. Inter-operator pairs, that are correlated with respect to downtime, are generally separated by a shorter distance compared to uncorrelated pairs 9 . Half of correlated Telenor-Telia and Telia-NNorway pairs are separated by 100km or less compared to 300km for uncorrelated pairs. Further, apart from intra-Telenor, curves for correlated intra-operator downtime pairs collapse onto uncorrelated pairs. All packet loss curves, apart from a slight difference by Telenor-Telia pairs, collapse onto each other.
The expected distance between any pair of connections is 300km, which is a byproduct of the way NNE nodes are placed, i.e., mostly in the three major cities in Norway. Hence, for uncorrelated pairs, the mode at 300km in Fig. 7 just reflects nodes' placement. For correlated pairs, however, it means that these correlations are independent of geography and are thus likely caused by shared central components. Further, the prevalence of shorter distances between correlated inter-operator downtime pairs points to causes in nodes' geographic proximity. These include components in the access and regional networks as well as co-located sites. The absence of a strong correspondence between packet loss correlations and distance suggests that these correlations are dominated by packet loss that occurs in the core network and beyond. This indicates that whereas the RAN and transport are well provisioned, Internet paths from the mobile core are less so.
Correlation observability and sensitivity
This subsection assesses the robustness and sensitivity of the measured correlations. These correlations can be influenced by a number of factors including the thresholds we use for defining failures, the number and placement of measurement nodes, and the nature of the underlying failures.
Impact of thresholds. We start by investigating the thresholds we use in Sec 5.1 to construct the binary downtime and packet loss time series. Recall that in Sec 5.1, we only correlate connection downtime events that last between 1 min and 1 hour and packet loss that is at least 3%. We lower the minimum downtime duration to 30 seconds and recomputeρ for all quarters. We also measurē ρ for packet loss for two new minimum packet loss thresholds which are 1% and 5%. We then compute the percentage change in ρ. Packet loss correlations show a slight decrease when lowering the threshold and a slight increase when increasing it; both are less than 5%. In the worst case, downtime correlation decreases by 46% when lowering the minimum duration, which means that failures shorter than 1 minutes are mostly uncorrelated. There are also much fewer correlated downtime instances compared to packet loss which makes downtime correlation susceptible to perturbations brought by adding uncorrelated instances. These findings indicate that choosing conservative minimum thresholds results in avoiding spurious correlations and consequently observing otherwise difficult to spot correlations. This supports our decision to focus on non-trivial minimum downtime and packet loss values when constructing the respective time series.
Impact of measurements nodes placement. We now turn to analyzing the impact of measurements nodes placement on observed correlations. In other words, our goal is to check whether these correlations and corresponding trends can be attributed to a small subset of connection pairs, namely highly correlated pairs. We investigate the impact of nodes placement by removing all diagonal inter-operator pairs, i.e., nodes that have connection to both operators. Recall that the average correlation between diagonal pairs is an order of magnitude higher than the average inter-operator pair. We repeat this test for all quarters. Across quarters, removing diagonal pairs halves the downtime correlations but has no impact on packet loss. The impact of diagonal pairs is in agreement with the previous observations that inter-operator downtime correlations seem to stem from failures in access and regional transport infrastructure and that packet loss correlations seem to be related to failures in the mobile core and the Internet. However, the removal of these pairs does not produce a qualitative difference in observed correlation trends. This stability can be explained by the presence of many non-diagonal connections in the geographic proximity of each other. For instance, in Q4 2016 one fifth of Telenor-Telia pairs, excluding diagonal pairs, are within 100km from each other. As Fig. 7 shows the presence of such nodes helps spotting correlations due to shared access and regional networks.
Takeaways. Correlating end-to-end measurements from geographically spread nodes proves powerful in capturing interdependencies between operators. We find that the causes of correlations in packet loss and intra-operator downtime seem to mostly lie in the mobile core and beyond. This involves the mobile core and the portion of the Internet between the mobile core and NNE servers for the former and the mobile core for the latter. Correlations in interoperator downtime is caused by shared infrastructure, close to the edge. These findings suggest that operators need to follow different strategies to reduce correlations, 1) minimize infrastructure sharing for reducing inter-operator downtime correlations 2) diversify the mobile core for reducing intra-operator correlations 3) focus on the performance of paths from the mobile core to various destinations in the Internet for reducing packet loss correlations.
CHARACTERISTICS OF OUTAGES
Having established that end-to-end measurements capture interdependencies between operators reasonably well, we now take a closer look at the characteristics of correlated outages. We are interested in quantifying outages' magnitude and the extent and role of shared infrastructure.
Outages' magnitude
An outage size in terms of simultaneously impacted measurement nodes can give insights into root causes of outages. For instance, a large number of nodes at diverse geographic locations are likely to be impacted when a central network element fails. Outage size statistics help assessing operators vulnerability to large outages, i.e., the extent of centralization within an operator's network. For characterizing outages, we first need to group individual connections' outages into correlated failure events.
Grouping outages into events. We assume that all connections which experience downtime (packet loss) in the same fiveminute bin are impacted by a common underlying outage. While this approach is admittedly simplistic, we believe it is adequate for our analysis since we are interested in building a qualitative understanding of outages' magnitude. Next, we refine this grouping by verifying that the involved connections are significantly correlated. A pair is significantly correlated if the measured correlation is positive and is associated with a p-value ≤ 0.05 (see Sec. 5). Constructing intra-operator events. After identifying all connections that experience an outage in the same time bin, we go through all these pairs and divide them to one or more subgroups of significantly correlated pairs. The rationale here is to only group connections that have proved significantly correlated over the entire quarter. These subgroups are constructed as follows. We start with an empty graph that includes all initially identified connections but no links. Then we add a link between all significantly correlated connection pairs. Next, we pick an arbitrary connection N and build a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [8] , that is rooted at N , following a depth-first search approach. We essentially identify all connections that N is significantly correlated with and add them to the DAG, then identify their neighbors, i.e., all connections that they are significantly correlated with, and add them to the DAG and so on until there are no more connections to add. We remove the constructed DAG and repeat the same process until no connection is left. This process may result in multiple DAGs, which we consider as groups of nodes impacted by simultaneously occurring but separate events. Note that, by construction, any connection belongs to only one of the constructed DAGs. The outage size is the number of connections in each DAG divided by all connections that are available in the time bin of the outage.
Constructing inter-operator events. We identify all connections, from the two operators in question, that experience an outage in the same time bin and place them in two sets; one per operator. Then we start constructing a bipartite graph [8] by adding a link between pairs with significant correlation. Note that by a pair here, we mean two connections from two distinct operators. Finally, we traverse the bipartite graph and identify all connected bipartite sub-graphs which we consider as groups of nodes impacted by separate events. Note that, by construction, any connection belongs to only one of the constructed bipartite sub-graphs.
Intra-operator outage sizes. The panels in Fig. 8 show the CCDF of downtime and packet loss outage sizes for Telenor for different quarters. Downtime size distributions span a couple orders of magnitude and mostly collapse onto each other. These distributions appear to be consistent with a power-law distribution; a simple ordinary least square fitting yields a power law exponent α ≈ 2±0.2 indicating an undefined second moment, i.e., very high variability. The largest observed event impacted ≈ 40% of connections.
Other operators show qualitatively similar results.Packet loss outage size distributions span also two orders of magnitude, but large outages that impact more than 10% of the connections are more likely. The distribution for Q1'2014 differs markedly from the other five quarters. In the first half of 2014, Telenor was suffering a misconfiguration that resulted in frequent packet loss events 10 . This misconfiguration resulted in a large extent of spurious correlation which increased the fraction of outages with large sizes. This high spurious correlation is due to the fact that the mis-configuration affected all connections. Hence, this spurious correlation is introduced by legitimate external factors and does not reflect a methodological weakness. To sum up, the long tail nature of outage sizes distributions confirms that the centralized MBB architecture is a major cause of correlated control and data plane outages.
Inter-operator outage sizes. The majority of correlated interoperator downtime events have small impact. There is only four events that impact more than 5% of Telenor and Telia connections simultaneously. There are, however, more packet loss events that impact more than 5% of Telenor and Telia connections. Excluding outages that happened in the first half of 2014, there are 48 such events. These outages can be related to congestion and dynamics in the transport network and on shared Internet paths towards NNE servers. The former may not necessarily result in downtime if it does not last long enough for respective connection management timers to expire, which explains the difference between downtime and packet loss above. Looking at other inter-operator combinations, we note that for both metrics, the likelihood and extent of large simultaneous outages increase as the degree of infrastructure sharing increases. Operators that share the entire RAN are ≈ 8 to 10 times likelier to experience large simultaneous outages compared to operators that only share the core transport network.
Case studies. Next, we present and describe three outages demonstrating that the spread and scale of NNE yield a decent explanatory power.
1. Intra-Telenor downtime. At noon local time on 23/11/2015, 23 Telenor connections went down; this amounts to 27% of all active connections at the time. The first impacted and the last impacted connections experienced the outage within 43 seconds from each other. This is expected since EPS bearer tearing down is controlled by inactivity timers which are not synchronized across connections. The outage lasted for about 2 minutes. Except for three connections, all involved connections were hosted in and within 100 km from Oslo. Hence, the likely cause of this failure is either a failure of a network function in the CN that manages connections around Oslo, or the failure in the interconnect between Telenor's regional transport and its IP core. Note that it is unlikely that the base stations serving these connections share the same transport links, since they are located in different directions around Oslo 11 .
2. Telenor-Telia downtime. At 02:19 AM on 26/11/2015, eight, eleven, and three Telenor, Telia, and NNorway connections respectively went down. Six affected nodes included both Telenor and Telia connections, which went down. The outage lasted about one minute. All the impacted connections are in Oslo or within 100 km from it. Hence, as in above the likely cause is the failure at the interconnect between Telenor's regional transport and its IP core. This outage highlights a possible weakness in the transport topology.
10 3G connections were erroneously forced to an idle state even when they were actively exchanging data. Please refer to [5, 15] for more details. 11 Fiber in Norway is mostly laid next to railroad, highways, and power lines. 3. Telenor-Telia packet loss. At 10:34 AM on 27/01/ 2016, eleven, ten, and two Telenor, Telia, and NNorway connections respectively experienced 100% packet loss for between 5 and 20 seconds depending on the operator. These connections are spread across the northern part of the country as illustrated on the map in Fig. 9 . The same figure also shows how the number of available connections and those experiencing packet loss have changed in a 10-min period that includes the outage. The outage hit the two operators at about the same time. Soon, however, half of Telia connections disconnected, while Telenor recovered. This highlights that operators are using different inactivity timer values for managing the life time of data sessions. We also noticed that almost all connections suffered a sharp increase in RTT, up to seven times, in the two seconds preceding the outage. This hints that the underlying cause can be a reroute or a sudden congestion event at a central component in the transport network. Telenor runs a ring of two fiber backbones to cover the north of Norway. This ring starts in Tromsø and ends in Trondheim (See page 6 in [17] ). Based on the location of affected connections, we expect them to be connected to different sides of the ring. Hence, the root cause most likely lies at one of the meeting points. Although this outage was short, it highlights a major weakness in the resilience of the MBB ecosystem in northern Norway.
Validating inferred outages. We validate all inferred intraoperator outages, that took place since Q3 2015, through direct communications with the affected operators. We have also leveraged publicly available fiber topology maps [17, 23, 36] together with the location of our nodes to verify whether a pair of nodes are likely to use the same fiber segments. This lends extra information to contextualize the identified outages (see case study 3 above). We plan to conduct a thorough validation in our future work.
Correlation graph
The measured correlations can be used for constructing a graph, i.e., a correlation network, by adding a link between correlated pairs. The primarily goal of constructing a correlation graph is to identify areas with high interdependence. For this to yield meaningful insights, observed correlations need to imply causation. To this end, we construct a simple hypothesis test.
The first idea behind our test is that correlation is a decreasing function of distance between measurement node pairs. The farther the two nodes are the less infrastructure they share. The second idea 9 Paper Session II: Can You Hear Me Now?
MobiCom '17, October 16-20, 2017 , Snowbird, UT, USA is that a non spurious correlation between remote nodes has to be caused by outages closer to the mobile core network or systematic network-wide outages. These outages will also impact other remote nodes because of the hierarchical structure of the network. We start by assuming that correlation between nodes that are spaced by less than X km implies causation. For other significantly correlated node pairs, which are spaced by more than X km, we check how many other nodes each pair is commonly correlated with. We then accept that the correlation between a node pair implies causation if they are commonly correlated with at least one node. This low threshold is reasonable given that we use a two-stage verification process, i.e., the permutation test in Sec. 5 and this test.
We use the constructed graph to assess how tightly coupled the investigated networks by computing the maximum correlation distance η, which is the largest great circle distance between causally correlated pairs. We experiment with a few values of X in the range from 25 to 100 km. The choice of X has a little impact on intra-operator correlation network. X 's value influences η for inter-operator downtime correlation network, because many inter-operator pairs do not have nodes in common. This spareness is a consequence to the fact that NNE nodes have a mixed configuration when it comes to the attached networks. We plan to study the interplay between measurement infrastructure layout and the ability to discern causation in our future work.
The map in Fig. 10 gives an example of the inferred causally correlated networks for Telenor-Telia downtime pairs in 2015. It shows that nodes are grouped into distinct clusters that follow geography. This confirms that the observed correlation between Telenor and Telia is mainly caused by outages in access and regional networks. These dependencies can extend to tens of kilometers though, indicating the presence of a non-trivial level of centralization in the transport network. Similar maps for intra-operator downtime pairs and inter/intra-operator packet loss mostly consist of a single giant component denoting a country-wide correlation.
The other plots in Fig. 10 show η for different combinations of operators when setting X to 25 km. Intra-operator pairs demonstrate η values around 1000 Km. Inter-operator downtime pairs are characterized by a relatively shorter η. These, however, can reach up to 100 km, which correspond to the diameter of a large metropolitan. Inter-operator loss pairs exhibit higher η values matching our previous observations. We also note that η follows closely interdependencies between operators. η for Telenor-NNorway packet loss pairs dropped in Q2 2015, which corresponds to the time frame that NNorway stopped roaming on Telenor. We also observe an increase in η for Telia-NNorway packet loss pairs starting from Q1 2015, which corresponds to the time that NNorway started roaming on Telia. Takeaways.We have shown that correlating outages from a geographically diverse set of vantage points can give insights into the extent of underlying events. Furthermore, combining the correlations with knowledge about placement of the measurement nodes can help identifying regions with shared dependencies. Our analysis also shows that shared infrastructure can result in outages with non-trivial magnitude in terms of geographical impact, e.g., case study 3. 
CORRELATED OUTAGES IMPACT AND OPPORTUNITIES
Having seen that downtime and packet loss outages can sometimes simultaneously impact a non-trivial fraction of connections, we now turn to assess their contribution to the overall downtime and packet loss that is experienced by individual connections. This is important, since it can point to concrete avenues for boosting availability.
How bad are large and correlated failures?
We start by identifying for each connection all downtime and loss outages that correspond to the following: 1) Large failures, which we define as outages that affect at least 5% of all connections simultaneously, and 2) Correlated failures, which are failures that are simultaneously experienced with at least one significantly correlated connection; this set includes also large failures. These two groups of outages correspond to large scale failures and limited failures, respectively. Then, we examine the distributions of downtime and packet loss when excluding outages related that belong to these two categories. Figure 11 shows these distributions for intra-Telenor and Telenor-Telia downtime in 2016 12 . Downtime decreases when removing intra-operator large and correlated outages. Connections with low downtime benefit the most from removing correlated failures. For instance, across operators the fraction of connections with 5 nines availability, i.e., downtime ≤ 0.001% at least doubles. Removing large and correlated inter-operator outages has a negligible effect. However, removing these events lead to a visible increase in uptime for operator-pairs that share the RAN. Packet loss exhibits qualitatively similar results. According to the aforementioned observations, improving the availability of the majority of connections requires reducing uncorrelated failures. Pinpointing the exact causes of uncorrelated failures requires collecting additional logs from the UEs (e.g. physical and MAC layer messages) and the network-side. Instead we perform a high level investigation of differences between connections that achieve 4 nines uptime and those do not, using measurements from the 1st week of June and the 1st week of December of 2016 for both Telia and Telenor. We compare the number of handovers and the 12 We omit plots for other combinations and years due to space limitation. average RSRP. These two metrics evaluate the radio stability and signal quality respectively. The median RSRP for connections with 4 nines ≤ uptime is higher by between 3 to 7 dBm depending on the operator. Also, connections with 4 nines ≤ uptime experience a median of 10 handovers per week, an order of magnitude lower than connection with 4 nines ≥ uptime. These hint that better coverage as well as better radio planning and UE mobility management are key to increasing availability.
Leveraging multi-connectivity
Motivated by the observations above about the contribution of inter-operator correlated failures to overall downtime and packet loss, we next quantify the potential availability boost when combining connections from two different operators. We perform our evaluations for both stationary and moving connections.
Stationary connections
We consider all connection pairs that are present at each measurement node. Note that each measurement node includes up to four connections and at most one connection per operator. This gives a total of 101 pairs in 2016. We then perform a simple intersection operation between downtime time series of the two connections that constitute each pair to identify periods where both connections were experiencing an outage. To repeat the same for packet loss, we check whether packets that are sent in the same second are echoed back or not. Recall that the packet loss measurements are based on sending a small UDP packet every second over each connection. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the OA when combining three operators; two at a time. As in Sec. 4, the overall uptime is calculated Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, about half of Telenor-Telia and Telenor-NNorway combinations are at least 5 nines available. The benefit is less when combining operators that share the RAN, i.e., Telia and NNorway. Breaking the overall uptime to its constituents shows that it is mainly decided by the correlations in downtime since almost all packet loss pairs achieve five nines of availability or more. This essentially means that almost all packet loss less than 3% (i.e less than the qualification threshold in Sec. 5) is uncorrelated. In other words, its root causes must lie on the air interface or individual operator's core network. Hence, to increase the fraction of 5-nines connections, we need to reduce correlations in downtime. In practical terms, this translates to enhancing the reliability of access and regional transport networks.
Moving connections
To quantify whether multi-connectivity benefits extend to the mobile case, we use measurements from four nodes aboard regional trains. We, however, only focus on measurements that are collected within Oslo metropolitan area because railroad stretches beyond this area suffer patchy coverage. Each node is connected to both Telenor and Telia. Our measurements span the period from the 1st of September to the 8th of December 2015, and comprise a total of 139 days worth of train driving time. We calculate the uptime experienced by each connection on these nodes and the overall uptime when combining them. Table 2 shows these values. Multiconnectivity has the potential to greatly improve MBB uptime on the move. Looking closer at the outages experienced by the moving connections, we find that they are mostly related to coverage holes and unsuccessful handovers. The huge benefit of connectivity is because operators coverage holes are not identical. Node 2 is placed on a train serving the southeastern part of Oslo and runs through a track with several tunnels and coverage holes. Takeaways. Reducing correlated and large outages can boost the availability of already stable connections. Improving the availability of the majority of connections, however, requires addressing uncorrelated outages. Simultaneously using connections from two operators, that do not share the RAN, gives 5 nines availability in half of the measured cases. It also boosts moving connections availability to 3 nines.
RELATED WORK
Measurements of mobile networks. Recently there has been a growing interest in measuring and quantifying the performance and reliability of MBB networks. Several studies investigated the extent and causes of packet loss in MBB networks. Many of them identified RRC state transitions as a major cause of packet loss, e.g., [5, 38, 39] . Chen et. al performed a RAN level analysis of delays and packet loss in UMTS networks and attributed most periods with degraded performance to congestion and overloaded basestations [10] . A study by Huang et al. showed that physical layer retransmissions are behind most transport layer packet loss [25] .
Other studies investigated packet loss under mobility and established that handovers are the main culprit [6, 31] . Shafiq et al. [41] characterized the operational MBB performance during two high profile crowded events in 2012 using using network-side traces. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to use end-to-end measurements to investigate how shared infrastructure impacts MBB networks availability. Ultra reliable cellular communciation. The growing interest in supporting machine type communciation (MTC) with stringent reliability requirements have motivated many to investigate possible approaches for achieving this. Popovski [37] has identified five major impairments for wireless reliability that are centered around channel quality, availability of resources, and equipment failure.
Several proposals have focused on leveraging transmission diversity either by using network coding or through double association with a macro and micro cell, e.g., [29, 43] . Other efforts have focused on optimizing cellular scheduling for latency and loss sensitive applications, e.g., [49] . Our work compliments these efforts by providing an empirical evaluation of today's networks and showing that multi-homing can boost availability significantly.
Infrastructure sharing. Investigating the reliability of the Internet physical infrastructure has been the subject of several previous works. Durairajan et al. [14] investigated the impact of infrastructure sharing in the US long-haul fiber optic network. Other articles investigated the vulnerability of the Internet to physical failures as well as the resiliency of optical networks to localized failures [2, 50] . This paper takes a first step towards investigating the impact of physical infrastructure sharing on MBB networks.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we use end-to-end measurements to study the availability of today's MBB networks. Building on longitudinal data set from a geographically spread measurements infrastructure, we investigate the impact of infrastructure sharing on MBB reliability. In the following we discuss our findings, their implications, and the limitations of this paper. MBB availability. This study shows that MBB availability and reliability are improving over time. The fraction of connections with three nines of availability has almost tripled over the study period. MBB networks, however, remain far from providing predictable and consistent availability. Most of degraded periods are uncorrelated which reinforces the common wisdom about the role of the mobile air interface. Accordingly, today's networks are far from being able to support services that require ultra-reliable communication, key to many 5G-visions [3, 33] . Supporting such services will thus require enhancing the reliability of the air interface. Existing proposals include increasing the spatial diversity, downlink and uplink decoupling, and coordinated multipoint transmission [16, 27, 42, 44] . In addition, we believe that there is a need for radically rethinking connectivity by devising solutions to seamlessly and simultaneously combining multiple operators.
Interdependencies between operators. We have shown that end-to-end measurements can help illuminating interdependencies between operators. Outages due to infrastructure sharing contribute minimally to the overall downtime experienced by individual connections. We, however, find that failures of shared components can isolate large geographic areas. While these outages are generally rare, their specter is alarming given the rising worries about targeted cyber-attacks. We believe that the regulatory bodies need to draft policies that regulate infrastructure sharing. Governments have already started recognizing vulnerabilities due to infrastructure sharing as a major threat [32] . Deriving additional metrics for reliability. Correlating outages seen by a diverse set of vantage points can help devising a set of new metrics to assess MBB reliability. More specifically, we have shown that two relevant metrics can be extracted form the measured correlations. The extent of centralization, which is measured by estimating the distribution of intra-operator events sizes. Ideally, operators should aim for engineering their networks to produce narrower outage size distributions. We have also proposed a simple hypothesis test to check whether measured correlations imply causation. We then construct a correlation network that interconnects all pairs with causal relationships. This graph can be used to measure, among other things, the extent of centralization and impact radius of infrastructure-sharing. Leveraging multihoming. We have shown that combining connections from multiple operators can enhance MBB availability to a carrier-grade level. Implementing this, however, remains challenging. Existing business models and technology do not allow simultaneously using multiple operators via a single SIM card, which necessitates using two radios. Further, multi-path transport protocols like CMT-SCTP and MPTCP are by definition closedloop protocols meaning that re-transmitting a lost packet may take one round trip time or more. This can potentially be solved by open-loop schedulers that leverage cross-layer communciation, e.g., using MAC messages to detect link-layer retransmissions. Also, efficient network coding schemes can help reconstructing lost data segments. Limitations. This study has two main limitations. First, packet loss is measured against a single server, which may lead to spurious correlations. We have applied a set of filters to remove loss because of failures in the NNE backend and within NNE upstream provider, Uninett. Outages that are caused by failures in the interconnect between individual operators and Uninett will translate into network-wide events. Going forward, measuring packet loss to other destinations can reduce correlations due to interconnect failures. Augmenting packet loss measurements with traceroute tests may help locating failures. Second, NNE nodes deployment is relatively sparse which may lead to overestimating spurious correlations. Having a denser deployment would further help identifying causal links.
